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In the fall of 2010, Brian, Jim, Todd and Bill were meeting and praying for direction to be able to 

reach the M-people.  In late 2010, changes in the organizational structure of Castle Hills First 

Baptist removed Brian from our leadership team. 

 

In January 2011, Jim, Todd and Bill met to ask the Lord what direction as leadership of the China 

Mission Team we needed to take.  We were lead to meet with church leaders to determine 

whether the mission to the M-people should continue.  At that time the church assured us of its 

support and we realized that we (Jim, Todd and Bill) had to take a leadership role to carry the 

mission forward.  We realized that we had relied too much on paid staff and needed to move 

forward without paid staff.  In April 2011 we held a church wide rally to increase awareness of 

the China Mission.  Teams were formed to do strategic research of the M-people.  It was 

determined in late 2011 that we needed to make a return trip to the M-people.  We contacted 

Nathan, Christin and Janeen and invited them to go with us.  All three agreed to accompany us.  

 

In February 2012 there was an IMB mission conference at CHFBC.  One of the speakers was 

Andy Dietz, the Missions Pastor of First Baptist Borger.  He told how his church had been 

ministering in China for 13 years through repeated trips to the same area.  We began to realize 

that we could minister to the M-people by taking teams several times each year which would 

build trust and relationships for the person we might one day place there as our missionary. 

 

The trip with Nathan, Christin and Janeen was to be pivotal in that they would be showing us 

very practical skills needed of how to make hotel reservations, how to purchase bus tickets, 

how to hire local drivers, as well as introductions to key people in the M-people community 

whom they knew.  We would also be exploring a platform for our eventual mission person.  For 

a foreigner to stay in China for any length of time you must obtain the permission of the 

government.  This reason for being in China we refer to as a platform. 

 

The trip to L-City took place in September 2012.  Bill Patton, Ken Ramsey and Karen Petray went 

with Nathan, Christin and Janeen. Janeen made a video from the trip that you can see at 

http://youtu.be/VEuDF1VK7tY .  A platform that other churches had used was to provide 

scholarships for junior and high school students who couldn't afford the tuition to continue 

their education.  Nathan, Christin and Janeen were good friends with the English teachers at 

the #1 high school in L-City.  The teachers were very receptive to the idea but the principal 

would not allow it.  Lilian, one of the teachers, wanting to help us, got us an immediate meeting 

http://youtu.be/VEuDF1VK7tY


 

 

with the government Economic Development Minister of the county.  He was very excited to 

meet with us and discussed various business opportunities for the county including export of 

handmade items or blankets made in a local factory, the development of a winery for grapes 

grown locally, the growing of blueberries, and promoting tourism in the county. 

 

At the meeting, Bill introduced our team as members of the Alamo Club, a group of 

businessmen who desire to establish relationships with the people of L-county. These 

relationships could include businesses, philanthropic and social relationships.  Bill told the 

official that the Alamo Club would consider the opportunities he suggested, and others, and 

return in December to discuss them further. 

 

A business platform was not our first choice, but for now this is the door the Lord has opened.  

In late September we had a small meeting at CHFBC to report the results of the trip and plans 

for the December trip.  For unrelated reasons, CHFBC continued to refocus its resources to 

church structure and local evangelism.  We were told that our trip report and informational 

meeting for the December trip would not be announced from the pulpit, neither would the 

church send a church wide email or put it in the Life Group (Sunday School) packets.  We were 

directed to personally contact those we thought should go and invite them to the trip 

organizational meeting. 

 


